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1

INTRODUCTION

A bushfire started prior to 12:54 hours in a paddock to the south side of River Road near its
intersection with Folewood Road, west of Toodyay, on 29 December 2009. It burned rapidly,
fanned by winds predominantly from the west-northwest estimated to be in excess of 40 kph.
Fire and Emergency Service Authority (FESA) and WA Police (WAPOL) Arson Squad fire
investigators tracked the bushfire’s path back to an “area of origin”1 but the exact “point of
origin”2 was not able to be established. The area of origin is in the vicinity of Western Power’s
T303 spur power line between wooden poles numbered T303-42 and T303-43. The satellite
photograph below shows the location of these poles (prior to the bushfire) and the bushfire’s
area of origin.

Satellite photograph taken prior to the bushfire. Photograph obtained from Google Earth. The
bushfire’s area of origin is indicated with the approximate position of Western Power’s T303
spur power line and Poles T303-41 to T303-44. The arrow indicates the direction of the
Toodyay town site.

Western Power’s T303 spur overhead single-phase high voltage (12.7 kV) power line crosses
the paddock where the fire originated. This power line emanates from Toodyay and is protected
by an automatic reclosing circuit breaker (recloser) and two sectionalisers (another type of
automatic switch). The recloser (located on Pole T303-1A) is designed to open and then
reclose if a fault occurs on the power line. It will reclose three times and, if the fault is still
present after these reclose attempts, locks out (stays open) on the fourth operation. The
sectionalisers (located on Poles T303-40 and T303-67) are designed to operate and isolate the
1

Area of Origin – The room or area where a fire began (Reference: National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 921
– Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation – 2008 Edition).
2
Point of Origin – The exact physical location where a heat source and a fuel come in contact with each other and a
fire begins (NFPA 921-2008 Edition).
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faulty part of the power line before the recloser can lock out, thereby maintaining electricity
supply to the power line section that is not faulty.
The recloser on the T303 spur power line detected a fault at 12:53 hours, attempted three rapid
reclose operations and then locked out at 12:54 hours. The T303 spur power line was and
remained de-energised from that time.
FESA notified EnergySafety on the evening of 29 December 2009 that the bushfire originated
near Western Power’s T303 spur power line.
EnergySafety began an investigation the next morning and released a report of its findings on
15 February 2010. Based on witness and other evidence then available, EnergySafety was
unable to determine whether the fire had been caused by electricity.
Nevertheless,
EnergySafety continued its investigation into the cause of the bushfire and gave public
assurances that any new evidence would be given due consideration and, if appropriate,
investigated.
After the publication of EnergySafety’s February report, FESA informed EnergySafety that it had
received new information and identified new witnesses yet to be interviewed. Two of these
witnesses were the first persons to enter the paddock near the fire’s area of origin to undertake
fire suppression operations. These additional witnesses provided key evidence that called into
question some of the initial evidence and scientific opinion relied upon in preparing the February
report. This has led to considerable further investigation, the results of which are the subject of
this Final Report.
This report supersedes EnergySafety’s report published on 15 February 2010.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In EnergySafety’s opinion Pole T303-43 on Western Power’s T303, 12.7kV spur power line fell
southward to the ground some time prior to 12:54 hours on 29 December 2009. This brought
the high voltage active conductor into contact with the ground on each side of Pole T303-43,
causing arc flashes that ignited stubble from the recently harvested barley crop. Arc marks
were found on the active and neutral conductors approximately 14 metres east of Pole T303-43,
with a number of very small arc marks in the same vicinity on the active conductor.
The reasons leading to the logical conclusion that Pole T303-43 fell include:
1. The arc marks on the active conductor were on the side that contacted the ground;
2. The arc marks were far too small and in the wrong position to have been caused by
conductor clashing or wind blown debris;
3. The blackening of the conductors could only have occurred when they were suspended
in flames; and
4. Pole T303-43 was ignited from the top and bottom ends of the pole. This could only
have occurred if the pole was on the ground and subjected to fire.
At 12:54 hours the electricity supply was switched off by the automatic recloser at the origin of
the T303 spur power line. The sectionaliser at Pole T303-40 did not operate, indicating that the
fault, which caused the recloser to lock out, was located between the sectionaliser mounted on
Pole T303-40 and the recloser at Pole T303-1A, located some distance from the origin of the
fire.
The bushfire then spread, setting fire to Poles T303-42 (bottom of the pole), T303-41 (bottom of
the pole) and T303-43 (top and bottom of the pole). Eventually Pole T303-42 burned through
and toppled over to the south sometime between 13:35 hours and 13:51 hours. In falling over,
Pole T303-42 dragged the active and neutral conductors into tree tops at the southern edge of
the power line easement between Poles T303-41 and T303-42. Pole T303-41 nearly burned
through at the ground line but was held upright by the conductors and a stay wire support.
EnergySafety’s investigation found that there would have been insufficient current from the
conductors contacting the ground to be recorded by the sectionaliser on Pole T303-40 or
recloser on Pole T303-1A.
It is not possible to determine precisely where the fault occurred in the T303 spur power line,
that operated the recloser, other than it happened between the sectionaliser and recloser.
Therefore, the only logical explanation for the recloser operating and not the sectionaliser is that
another fault occurred after the fire started. This other fault could not be identified due to the
bushfire destroying most of the T303 spur power line and the subsequent disturbance caused
by rebuilding the power line to restore electricity in the area.
EnergySafety therefore concludes that the recloser’s operation was an unrelated incident.
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INITIAL SITE EXAMINATION BY FESA

FESA’s fire investigators arrived at the corner of Folewood and River Roads at about 15:30
hours on 29 December 2009. They met the Police and spoke to the witness who first called 000
to report the bushfire. FESA then joined the Police Arson investigators at about 17:30 hours
and commenced the preliminary investigation of possible causes of the fire in the paddock,
which included the consideration and elimination of possible ignition sources and an
examination of Western Power’s Poles T303-42 and T3030-43.
A Western Power linesman also attended and removed the sectionaliser at pole T303-40 to
ensure that the power line was safe to approach. He had previously checked that the recloser
at Pole T3030-1A was open and locked out.
FESA fire investigators took photographs of Poles T303-42 and T303-43, including a close-up
photograph of the burnt in-ground butt of Pole T303-42 but not the butt of Pole T303-43.
FESA fire investigators extinguished the fire in the in-ground butt of Pole T303-43 to preserve
vital evidence of the rot which they state was obvious at its base. Without access to water, soil
was used to extinguish the fire. The rocks around the pole butt were pushed back to access
evidence in the form of samples from the in-ground butt that FESA state would have been
further destroyed by smouldering (given that the soil was used to extinguish the fire). These
samples were preserved as evidence and provided to the Police.
With no fire suppression available, Poles T303-42 and T303-43 were allowed to burn on the
ground.
FESA notified EnergySafety on the evening of 29 December 2009 and arranged to meet
EnergySafety Investigators at a joint scene meeting early the next morning, 30 December 2009.
FESA did not take a photograph of the undisturbed in-ground butt of Pole T303-43 which was
an oversight that inhibited EnergySafety’s and scientific experts’ abilities to examine properly
what was critical evidence.
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INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

EnergySafety’s opinion is that Pole T303-43 fell prior to the bushfire. The conductors contacted
the ground and caused the fire. This opinion is based on the following:
•

The First Witness to notice the bushfire indicated initially that he could not see Pole
T303-43 from River Road due to smoke restricting his view. His statement to the Police
made on 2 January 2010 refers to Pole T303-42 standing and on fire but does not
mention Pole T303-43. Some months later he advised that he could see Pole T303-43.
EnergySafety does not believe this is conclusive evidence that Pole T303-43 was
standing as it contradicts the earlier statements made closer in time to the fire date, and
the pole would have been concealed by smoke and was approximately 300 metres
away.

•

The Second Witness, relied upon in EnergySafety’s first report issued in February 2010,
was initially believed to have been on site between 14:00 and 14:30 hours. He found
the conductors above the ground and sloping up to Pole T303-43, indicating the pole
was standing. However, by EnergySafety’s analysis he actually arrived at about 14:50
hours, some two hours after the fire had started and after both Poles T303-42 and
T303-43 were found lying on the ground by two fire crews (Crews 1 and 2 mentioned
below).

•

The first fire crew to arrive (“Crew 1”) said that Pole T303-42 was standing at
approximately 13:35 hours, some time after the fire started. But they could not provide
conclusive evidence whether or not Pole T303-43 was standing.

•

The active and neutral/earth return conductors (“neutral conductor”) had a black sootlike covering on its strands extending up to 42 metres from Pole T303-43 towards Pole
T303-42. This black covering also extended from Pole T303-43 towards Pole T303-44
by at least 11 metres. The exact length of blackening toward Pole T303-44 was not
measured. Western Power reused this conductor to rebuild the power line and restore
electricity supply. Analyses of the blackening found that it was a carbon product which
occurs when a galvanised steel conductor is held in the flames of a fire rather than
falling on or being dragged through burnt barley stubble. The conductors could not
have been blackened if Pole T303-43 had burnt through and failed, as the barley
stubble in the vicinity would have burnt well before such event and the fire would be
some distance away.

•

Pole T303-43 burnt from its top and bottom, leaving a 1.0 to 1.5 metre middle section
not burnt. Expert opinion has determined that the top of the pole could not ignite unless
the pole was on the ground and exposed to fire. Because there was no hollow chimney
evident in the unburnt section of the pole, the fire could not spread from the bottom to
the top inside the pole. Hence, it is logical to conclude that the pole was not standing
prior to the fire starting.

•

Modelling of the failure of Pole T303-43 indicates that the active conductor would
contact the ground briefly as the pole struck the ground but the conductor would then
settle back and stay elevated above the ground. The amount of elevation is consistent
with the blackening on the conductors. The conductors would be held off the ground in
the burning stubble flames.

•

No blackening was found on the conductors from Poles T303-41 to T303-42 and from
Pole T303-42 extending to within 42 metres of Pole T303-43. The conductors were not
blackened even though Pole T303-42 had fallen and the conductors from it to Pole
T303-43 contacted the ground. By then the fire had long passed.
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•

The dynamic modelling of the failure of Pole T303-43, with an accurate ground profile,
shows that the active conductor would hit the ground briefly on each side of Pole T30343, with the closest point being approximately 14 metres from Pole T303-43 to Pole
T303-42 (where the arc marks were found).

•

The active conductor arc marks were on the ground side of the conductors, consistent
with Pole T303-43 having fallen to the ground. This precludes wind-blown debris as a
possible source of the arc marks as they were on the downwind (southerly) side of the
conductors.

•

The soil/ground resistivity was measured in May 2010, giving readings between 847 to
1181 ohm-metres. The resistivity was estimated to be much higher on the day of the
fire due to the high daily temperatures and absence of rain. This high resistivity of the
soil means that the current from the active conductor touching the ground would be very
low and well below the current required to operate the recloser.

•

The barley straw was tested for its intrinsic electrical resistance and found to be a good
insulator. It withstood 20kV without failing and causing an arc. The ground in the
paddock, where the fire started, had been recently harvested, leaving barley straw
covering the ground. The active conductor, when touching the ground, may have been
partially insulated from the ground by the straw. However, the conductors would touch
any bare ground and rocks protruding through the barley straw.

•

The arc marks were very small and consistent with the amount of energy dissipated
when the active conductors contacted the high-resistivity ground. The amount of hot
metal released from the arc marks was minute and, although sufficient to ignite barley
straw in the immediate vicinity, it is very unlikely to have been able to cause a fire on the
ground if the arcing occurred when the conductors were still in the air.

•

The School of Civil Engineering, University of Western Australia advised that the steel
conductors, because of their small diameter, could not gallop (oscillate in a wave
motion) and therefore clash due to the wind effects of the day.

The above findings are discussed in greater detail in the next sections.
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5.1

INVESTIGATION DETAILS
Witnesses
5.1.1

Statements and “T” Cards

On the morning of 30 December 2009 EnergySafety’s inspectors met with the FESA, Police
Arson and Western Power investigators on River Road adjacent to Poles T303-42 and T303-43.
The investigation was coordinated between the relevant agencies so there was no unnecessary
duplication of resources or inconvenience to the witnesses through multiple statements and
interviews.
FESA fire investigators referred to operational fire scene attendance cards, or “T” cards, to
assist in identifying the fire crews and the time they first entered the paddock at the bushfire’s
area of origin. T Cards are part of the Incident Control System (ICS) for fire ground deployment,
welfare, safety and control.
Unfortunately, the “T” cards were of little use in identifying the crews arriving in the fire paddock
first, as many of the Shire of Toodyay fire crews were focussed on fire suppression in the early
stages of the fire and had not fully completed the “T” cards. This missing information resulted in
difficulty in identifying the relevant fire crews and the time they first entered the paddock where
the fire started.
5.1.2

First Witness

The First Witness, residing in a house at an elevated position on a ridge on the north side of
River Road, first noticed smoke at approximately 12:56 hours. He reported the smoke to 000 at
12:57 hours. After attaching a fire fighting trailer to a 4WD Ute he drove across the river and
railway line and turned into River Road heading west. At approximately 10 to 15 minutes after
reporting the bushfire he stopped along River Road, just west of Folewood Road, to observe the
bushfire in the adjacent paddock. He did not enter the paddock but noticed that Pole T303-42
was upright and burning near the ground. He then drove along River Road and turned around.
He looked at the property to the north of River Road but not again at the fire paddock, satisfied
that the property he came from was not affected.
Four days later he provided a statement to the Police, which included a sketch indicating the
general fire area and showing the location of the fire in relation to Poles T303-42 and T303-43.
In this statement he makes reference to a pole (Pole T303-42) near the portable grain silo
(mobile field bin) but does not mention the status of any other poles. When interviewed by
FESA fire investigators on the day of the fire (29 December 2009), he stated that he could not
see Pole T303-43 due to smoke. He also could not see the conductors. EnergySafety
contacted him by telephone on 6 January 2010 and he stated that he could not see Pole T30343. However, on 15 June 2010 EnergySafety met him on site at River Road. At this meeting he
said that Pole T303-43 was still standing when he was observing the fire after he first arrived at
River Road on the day of the fire. He said he made this observation from inside his vehicle at a
point on River Road approximately adjacent to Pole T303-42.
On 15 June 2010, from the same point of observation in clear weather, EnergySafety
investigators found it difficult to see Pole T303-43, nearly 300 metres away. The investigators
believe that on the day of the fire, smoke from the backing and flank fire would have existed
along the First Witness’s line of sight, thereby probably obscuring Pole T303-43 from view.
EnergySafety investigators also consider it open to doubt that a person not familiar with
electricity power lines, and more interested in the location of the fire, would notice particular
power poles at a distance.
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Photograph depicting the First Witness’s view of the bushfire’s area of origin. This photograph
was taken by EnergySafety on 15 June 2010 after new poles were installed by Western Power.
Pole T303-42 would have been to the left of this photograph and out of view. The pole in the
centre of the picture is a new pole installed by Western Power (as the span lengths were
reduced when new poles were installed following the bushfire). A new pole was installed in the
same location as pole T303-43 and is shown by the white text box. This would have been the
only pole visible in this direction, at an approximate distance of 300 metres.
5.1.3

Second Witness

At the time of publishing its report in February 2010, EnergySafety relied on a statement (dated
15 January 2010) provided by a person (“Second Witness”) who stated that he had entered the
paddock where the fire started. This statement was taken by a representative of Western
Power’s insurer. EnergySafety also took a statement from the Second Witness on 19 January
2010. The Second Witness said that he entered the paddock to inspect the rear flank of the fire
and drove under the power lines between Poles T303-43 and T3030-44 in the gully near the
dam. He noticed that the fire had been extinguished before it reached Pole T303-44. This
indicated that other fire crews had entered the paddock before him.
When he went to leave the paddock, he noticed Pole T303-42 was lying on the ground. He
found this pole on the ground at a time he estimated to be between 14:00 and 14:30 hours. He
also noticed that the power lines were at windscreen height and he had to drive towards Pole
T303-41 and into the gully to get under the power line. He did not notice whether Pole T303-43
was standing but stated that the power line between Poles T303-42 and T303-43 was at
windscreen height, rising upwards towards Pole T303-43. The Second Witness returned to the
paddock on 31 December 2009 to identify his vehicle tracks and retrace his movements. His
observations suggested, at the time, that Pole T303-43 was still standing at 14:00 to 14:30
hours. EnergySafety therefore relied on his statement, and the scientific evidence and opinion
provided by a timber scientist retained by Western Power immediately following the fire, to
conclude in its February report that Pole T303-43 was standing after the fire started.
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After the February report was published, EnergySafety became aware that two Shire of
Toodyay fire fighting crews (referred to as “Crew 1” and “Crew 2”) had entered the paddock
earlier than the Second Witness. Both crews had found Poles T303-42 and T303-43 lying on
the ground well before the Second Witness’s estimated time of entering the fire paddock.
The Second Witness was interviewed by EnergySafety on 19 January 2010 and re-interviewed
on 29 April 2010. He agreed to retrace his movements on the day of the fire. The interview and
movement re-enactment revealed that he did not arrive in the paddock, where the fire started,
until at least 14:50 hours (some two hours after the fire started). This timing issue is no
reflection on this witness’s honesty or character. He was in every way a cooperative and
credible person and did not at any time claim to have noted accurately the times of his activities.
He was more concerned about checking the backing fire and potential for spot fires.
Engineering studies (discussed later) also found that when Poles T303-42 and T303-43 fell to
the ground the conductors between these poles would be within a few hundred millimetres of
the ground, depending on the actual ground contours. EnergySafety therefore considers that
for the Second Witness to report that the conductors were at windscreen height, he must have
misjudged their height or was referring to the conductors between Poles T303-41 and T303-42.
5.1.4

Crew 1 and Crew 2

On 3 March 2010, EnergySafety received two additional witness statements from FESA, taken
from two fire fighting volunteers (“Crew 1”) who had attended the Toodyay fire on 29 December
2009. These statements confirmed that these two fire fighters were the first known persons to
enter the paddock where the fire started and the first persons to report that the power line and
Poles T303-42 and T303-43 were lying on the ground. The statements provided no information
about whether Pole T303-43 was standing when they first entered the paddock.
On 28 April 2010, FESA provided a copy of a letter they had received from a volunteer fire
fighter who, with another person (together referred to as “Crew 2”), entered the paddock where
the fire started, not long after Crew 1, to undertake fire suppression activities. This letter
provided no information about whether Poles T303-42 or T303-43 were standing when they first
entered the paddock.
The witness statements and letter did not provide any specific information that could assist
EnergySafety’s investigation. However, they raised a discrepancy between the witness arrival
times. EnergySafety therefore decided to review the witness evidence relied upon in its initial
investigation.
EnergySafety interviewed Crews 1 and 2 separately on 3 May 2010. These interviews included
retracing their movements on the day of the fire (Page 14).
At approximately 13:35 hours on 29 December 2009, Crew 1 left the fire control centre on the
corner of Folewood and River Roads and entered the paddock where the fire had started
through a gate on River Road just west of Folewood Road (near Pole T303-42).
Crew 1 proceeded into the paddock and passed to the left (east side) of Pole T303-42, which
they observed to be standing. They did not notice that Pole T303-42 was on fire at its base.
This is possible as burning jarrah emits little smoke. In their statements, provided to FESA,
both persons made no comment about whether Pole T303-43 was standing. However, when
interviewed by EnergySafety, they believed that Pole T303-43 was standing. Crew 1 explained
they formed this view when they passed underneath the power line between Poles T303-41 and
T303-42. When they passed underneath the power line they checked for adequate clearance
(height) by looking along the power line conductors in both directions. When they looked along
the power line they did not see anything abnormal. At this time, Crew 1 was approximately 270
metres from Pole T303-43, concentrating on the fire towards which they were heading and
making sure they had sufficient clearance under the visible overhead power line conductors.
EnergySafety considers that the power line conductors would only be visible towards Pole
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T303-43 for about 100 to 150 metres due to their small size and smoke haze. It would be also
difficult to see Pole T303-43 clearly due to the heat haze and smoke.
Some time later, another two fire fighters, each in separate vehicles (“Crew 2”), entered the
paddock where the fire started through a gate further westward along River Road (past Pole
T303-44) and drove east along the paddock fire break and then under the power line near Pole
T303-44 to extinguish the fire burning towards Pole T303-44. After extinguishing this backing
fire, they moved southward towards the hill and then eastwards towards the location where
Crew 1 had been operating.
At 13:48 hours Crew 1 reported that they had exhausted their water supply and were returning
to the incident control point. Crew 1 then headed down the hill in a direction towards Pole
T303-42. As they got closer to the power line they noticed that it was lying on or close to the
ground and Poles T303-42 and T303-43 had fallen over. At 13:51 hours they notified their base
(via UHF radio) that the power line was down in the paddock and requested that Western Power
be notified.
At the same time Crew 2 started to drive towards River Road, intending to drive under the
power line near and just west of Pole T303-43. One of the persons in Crew 2 had a UHF radio
and heard the notification of “wires down” from Crew 1. As Crew 2 headed towards the power
line one of the persons almost drove into the conductors and had to brake heavily to avoid
running into elevated wires attached between Pole T303-44 and to the top of the fallen Pole
T303-43. One of the persons in Crew 2 noticed Pole T303-43 lying near the ground, believing
its top end to be somewhat elevated and burning at its base.
Crew 2 then left the paddock by driving towards Pole T303-44, into the gully, and under the
power lines between poles T303-43 and T303-44.
At the same time Crew 1 tried to exit the paddock by driving along the fallen power lines
towards Pole T303-41 but could not get under the power lines near the gully between poles
T303-41 and T303-42. They then turned around and drove past fallen Poles T303-42 and
T303-43 and passed under the power line near the same place as Crew 2.
The Second Witness entered the paddock where the fire started approximately one hour after
Crews 1 and 2 had left, having seen that both Poles T303-42 and T303-43 had fallen over.
The evidence provided by Crew 1 also indicates that it took between 41 to 57 minutes for Pole
T303-42 to burn through at its base and fall to the ground, assuming the fire started at 12:54
hours and Crew 1 passed underneath the power line at 13:35 hours.
EnergySafety attempted to confirm the arrival times provided by Crews 1 and 2 by reference to
the operational fire scene attendance cards (T Cards) but the cards were either not complete
(missing critical data) or could not be found.
EnergySafety accepts that all of those attending the fire concentrated primarily on preventing its
spread and extinguishing it. This was their primary concern. A second concern was to avoid
hitting the power lines, either when overhead or on the ground. Fire crews naturally are
cautious about electricity. It is not surprising that the men and women attending the fire were
unsure of which poles were standing when they first entered the fire paddock. Crews 1 and 2
and the Second Witness became very aware of the conductors when attempting to drive out of
the paddock. They were forced to drive laterally along the conductors to reach the gullies to the
west of Pole T303-43 and east of Pole T303-42 respectively to find sufficient clearance to pass
under the conductors.
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5.1.5

Location of Witnesses

The Google satellite photograph on the next page shows the approximate routes taken by the
witnesses just after the fire started on 29 December 2009.
5.1.6

Western Power Linesman

A Western Power linesman attended the area of the fire scene with the FESA and Police Arson
Investigators at approximately 17:30 hours on 29 December 2009. He examined the poles and
noticed that:
•

Pole T303-42 was on the ground with the conductors still attached. The pole, which
normally protrudes about 9.5 metres out of the ground, had about 1.0 - 1.5 metres of
timber burnt away from the bottom of the pole. The pole was still burning. The rest of
the pole was not burnt or scorched by the fire.

•

Pole T303-43 was on the ground. The pole had burnt from its bottom and top. About
1.5 metres of timber had burnt away from the top of the pole. Further along the pole
towards its butt there was 1.0 - 1.5 metres of unburnt timber. The rest of the pole had
been consumed by the fire. The unburnt section of the pole was still burning. The
neutral/earth return conductor was broken at this pole.
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5.2

Timber Experts

Western Power engaged a timber research scientist from the Forest Products Commission
(FPC) to examine the butts of Poles T303-42 and T303-43 and provide an opinion as to how the
poles failed. The timber scientist is of the view that both Poles T303-42 and T303-43 burned
through at or near ground level and then fell over. He said a standing, aged and thoroughly
dried pole would be ignited easily by burning barley stubble around its base. Longitudinal
cracks in the lower portion of the pole would promote fire growth up the pole. Once the pole
had toppled over, this upward fire effect would cease and the remaining in-ground butt at, or
slightly below, ground level would experience very little further burning.
His opinion, combined with the Second Witness’ initial evidence, underpinned EnergySafety’s
conclusions in the February report. Following the new witness evidence and conductor
blackening and arc mark analyses (Section 5.6), it was decided to examine again the burnthrough hypothesis provided by the FPC scientist.
EnergySafety therefore interviewed the timber scientist from the FPC on 11 May 2010, who held
his view that Pole T303-43 burnt at its base and then fell to the ground. He stated that burn
patterns of the butts of Poles T303-42 and T303-43 were similar, in that a significant fuel load
had existed above the butts. The in-ground butts would not ignite from a barley stubble fire as
there was insufficient heat. In his report to Western Power he stated that “the power poles have
large bolt holes through the cross section and with heartwood missing this acts like a chimney
allowing the fire to quickly and effectively take hold at the base of the pole”. Western Power
claimed in its report that the FPC timber scientist reported that “Pole T303-43 also started
burning from the top-end assisted by a ‘chimney effect’ created by cracks along the jarrah pole”.
In fact the FPC report contains no such statement and the timber research scientist did not
support such a hypothesis at the interview with EnergySafety. At the interview, EnergySafety
noted that he said the top of Pole T303-43 would have to have been subjected to another fire
when it was on the ground as the fire from its base could not have travelled up through the
pole’s centre and ignite its top. If his hypothesis was correct, and Pole T303-43 had been
ignited by burning barley stubble, burned through at the ground line and toppled, all nearby
stubble would have been consumed before the pole fell. In EnergySafety’s opinion there could
not have been a second fire near Pole T303-43 under the burn through hypothesis.
If the longitudinal centre of Pole T303-43 had been eaten by white ants, the resulting empty
space in EnergySafety’s opinion, could not act as a fire chimney without an opening near or at
the pole top. If such an opening had existed, fire would develop up the inside of the pole,
resulting in a uniform consumption pattern along the entire pole length. In fact, the pole’s bottom
and top were entirely consumed. But a 1.0 – 1.5 metre section in the middle remained
unburned. Had external longitudinal cracks extended up the entire pole length, providing
channels for fire development, again the entire pole would have been consumed without leaving
an unburned middle section.
EnergySafety engaged a second eminent independent timber engineering scientist, from
TimberED Services Pty Ltd (TimberED), to provide an opinion about whether the burn-throughand-topple hypothesis was credible or, alternatively, whether Pole T303-43 had failed and fell
over prior to the fire. He drew attention immediately to the same concern of EnergySafety’s
(and quoted in the FPC timber scientist’s report): that the section of Pole T303-43 needed for
analysis (the part of the pole near ground level) had been completely consumed by fire. This
critical evidence was gone. Any fracture splinters still attached to the butt would also be burned
down to ground level.
Both timber consultants agree that there was more rot in the butt of Pole T303-43 than Pole
T303-42 in cross-section ‘disk’ samples taken at 200 to 300 mm below ground level. In clay
soils it is likely that rot at ground level may be more extensive than at the depth of these cross
sections tested by the FPC scientist and GRS (another timber scientist engaged by Western
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Power). The disks cut for sample analysis remained intact, but the material above the disks
nearer to the ground line had fragmented into a number of parts. This suggests that
degradation and splitting above the sample cut was more severe than below it.
In TimberED’s opinion, it is not possible to make a definitive statement about the strength of
Pole T303-43 at ground level, as that critical section of pole material was destroyed in the fire.
Moreover, the upper surface of the in-ground butt section was compromised by FESA fire
investigators who had removed samples of rotted wood as evidence and Western Power when
extracting, transporting and handling the pole butt.
Additionally, TimberED concluded:
•

It is possible that the condition of the wood fibre near the ground line had more rot than
the wood fibre at the cut section approximately 200 to 300 mm below ground.
Photographs of the pole butt in-situ showed that the best quality wood was near the
neutral axis for wind conditions on the day, so it would not have contributed much to the
bending strength of the pole. However, while more rot at the ground line remained a
possibility, it is not possible to say that it is a fact;

•

It is equally impossible to say that there was sufficient strength at ground level to prevent
bending failure of the pole. It is also quite possible that the quality of the wood fibre at or
near the ground was as good as or better than the material at the cut section. In this
case, the conclusion drawn by the FPC Scientist would be valid; and

•

The timber crucial to resolve the two scenarios has been destroyed by the fire and is not
available as evidence.

Based on earlier studies supervised by TimberED, the prevalence and distribution of rot in
Jarrah poles is very variable, both generally and within a given pole. The greater prevalence of
rot found in the Pole T303-43 butt at 200-300 mm below ground cannot be relied upon to make
judgements about rot at higher levels in the pole, beyond the general observation that rot tends
to be more likely and at its worst at the ground surface in clay soils such as are present in the
paddock concerned.
TimberED also advised:
•

There was an insufficient void in the centre of Pole T303-43 to create a chimney effect
to ignite the top of the pole;

•

The photographs of pole butts T303-42 and T303-43, after their removal from the
ground, look different, with Pole T303-42 more resembling burn patterns on solid jarrah
timber;

•

Given their age, some the poles on the T303-spur power line would have exceeded
their life expectancy and require replacement;

•

Assuming Pole T303-43 failed prior to the fire, it is unlikely that the fire in the barley
stubble would ignite the butt of Pole T303-43 after it failed. However, the broken end of
the above ground portion of the pole, when lying, would have been ignited (as would the
exposed end grain at the top of the pole). The burning coals from the timber pole would
have dropped onto the in-ground butt. This would have been sufficient to establish a
slow burning fire in the top of the buried butt;

•

The carbon on the windward side of the fallen Pole T303-43 suggest that a fire was
burning up to a fallen pole; and
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•

Pole T303-43 would take at least 26 minutes to burn through and collapse to the
ground. This is assuming a burn rate of ten times that expected of good wood.

TimberED concluded by advising that it was possible that Pole T303-43 had failed prior to the
fire reaching its base.

Cropped photograph taken by FESA at 18:52 hours on 29 December 2009 of Pole T303-43.
The photograph shows 1-1.5 metres of unburnt timber about 1.5 metres from the top of the
pole. The photograph also shows that the cracks in the pole would not be sufficient to create a
chimney effect to spread the fire from the bottom of the pole to its top.

Cropped photograph taken by FESA on 29 December 2009 of the location of Pole T303-43 butt.
The black ring indicates the position of the pole butt surrounded by rocks. These rocks were
pushed back by FESA when taking samples from the pole butt on the evening of 29 December
2009.
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The above photograph indicates that if Pole T303-43 broke at or just below ground level, its butt
end would have hinged on and be supported just above the ground by the rocks around its
base. This would have resulted in a part of the pole hanging over the in-ground butt and, once
on fire, would have increased the amount of fuel (hot coals) falling on top of the butt in the
ground. The drawing below depicts the hinging effect that the rocks would have had on Pole
T303-43 after failing prior to the fire.

Drawing of Pole T303-43 depicting its position after failing at or just below ground level.

EnergySafety is of the opinion that it is not possible to conclude definitively whether Pole T30343 fell or burnt down based only on the remaining pole evidence after the fire. The critical
section of pole material required for analysis was consumed in the fire. EnergySafety believes
that there could not have been two fires separately igniting the top and base of Pole T303-43
and that it is more probable that the pole fell and was ignited at both ends by the same fire.
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5.3

Topographical Survey of Pole T303-43 Burn Scar

EnergySafety measured the ground topography along the line of ash marking the position of
Pole T303-43 on the ground. The ground profile shows that Pole T303-43 would have rested
on the rocks at its base and possibly touched at two or three points along its length with clear
gaps between the ground and the pole’s underside, along its entire length until it touched the
ground at its top. This assumes that the pole is straight. This gap would permit the burn-back
fire to envelope the pole and pass underneath. This would account for its quick and nearly
complete consumption by fire along most of its length. It would also permit the barley stubble
under the pole to be consumed before the pole, as observed by the FPC timber scientist.
Pole T303-43 - Estimated Ground Clearance
Ground line
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Graph of the measured ground clearance once Pole T303-43 fell to the ground. This graph
does not take into consideration that the pole may be higher off the ground as it was supported
by a rock at its base. It also assumes that the pole was straight.
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5.4

Civil Engineering Analysis

The blackening evidence indicates the conductors were suspended in flames, which implies
Pole T303-43 fell to the ground in a southerly direction. This would have brought the
conductors into direct contact with the ground briefly, but for a time sufficient to cause arcing
directly into the earth and via earth to the neutral conductor 1.2 metres away. The current flow
would have been distributed along the conductor in contact with the rocks and the ground. This
is consistent with the very small, unevenly distributed arc marks. The largest mark (which is
also small) could have been caused if the conductor touched a protruding rock on the ground.
To test the pole failure hypothesis, EnergySafety analysed the forces acting on Pole T303-43 as
it toppled to verify that it would hit the ground and not be suspended to some extent by tension
in the active and earth conductors. The analysis clearly indicated that the pole would indeed fall
completely, holding the active conductor near to, but not touching, the ground for some distance
each side of the pole. The active conductor would remain above the ground at the point of
attachment on the insulator at a height of half the diameter of the pole (approximately 130 mm).
However, the dynamic behaviour of the conductor, upon the falling pole impacting the ground,
would cause it to smack the ground briefly on each side of the pole.
To confirm its analysis, EnergySafety commissioned consulting engineering firm GHD to
analyse the likely dynamic behaviour of Pole T303-43 if it were to break at its base and fall over.

Graph provided by GHD showing the conductors and calculated ground clearances (prior to the
failure of Poles T303-42 and T303-43). It is assumed the conductors had been strung at a
tension of 25% ultimate tensile strength (UTS) in accordance with Western Power’s design
criteria.

GHD’s analysis, using a sophisticated computer modelling system, confirmed that Pole T30343, upon falling over to the south, would have fallen all the way to the ground. The analysis
also confirmed that the active conductor would have contacted the ground on each side of the
pole-top insulator for less than a second, before lifting off under residual tension. This would
have brought the active conductor to rest, suspended approximately 130 mm above ground at
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the insulator on Pole T303-43, rising gradually towards Poles T303-42 and T303-44
respectively.
The brief contact with the ground would have been more than sufficient to cause the small arcs
observed, producing the heat required to ignite any barley straw in close proximity. The active
conductor was suspended at just the right height above ground to be immersed in the flames
from the burning barley stubble. (The dynamic modelling, depicted in the graphs below, shows
that the conductors would drop below ground level. In fact, of course, the conductors would
stop at the ground line).

Graph provided by GHD showing the conductors and calculated ground clearances after the
failure of Pole T303-43 in their final position. It is assumed that the conductors had been strung
at a tension of 25% UTS in accordance with Western Power’s design criteria.
Note: The neutral conductor would stop and not go beyond ground level.
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Graph provided by GHD showing a close up section of the conductors and calculated ground
clearances after the failure of Pole T303-43 in their final position. It is assumed that the
conductors had been strung at a tension of 25% UTS in accordance with Western Power’s
design criteria.
Note: The neutral conductor would stop and not go beyond ground level.

Graph provided by GHD showing a close up section of the conductors, calculated ground
clearances and dynamic effect after the failure of Pole T303-43. It is assumed that the
conductors had been strung at a tension of 25% UTS in accordance with Western Power’s
design criteria.
Note: The active conductor would stop and not go beyond ground level.
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5.5

Tree Clearance

After Pole T303-42 fell, the conductors between Pole T303-41 and T303-42 were dragged into
the trees along the southern margin of the power line easement. Pole T303-42 fell between
13:35 and 13:51 hours and the recloser isolated the power line at 12:54, so this contact could
not have been a source of ignition. Subsequent aerodynamic studies conducted for
EnergySafety by the School of Civil Engineering, University of Western Australia confirmed that
the wind speed prevalent on the day, the wind direction and diameter of the conductors
precluded any chance of clashing. These studies also confirmed that when Pole T303-42 was
standing the active conductor could not have swung to the downwind side sufficiently to make
contact with trees between Poles T303-41 and T303-42.

Photograph of the remains of Pole T303-42 looking towards Pole T303-41 taken by
EnergySafety on 30 December 2009. After Pole T303-42 fell the conductors were dragged into
the trees. Note the absence of blackening on the conductors.

5.6

Conductor Arc Marks and Blackening
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The soil in the area had a high resistance and was very dry on 29 December 2009 because
temperatures were high and there had been no recent rain. This high soil resistance, even at
12.7kV, would produce only very small fault currents which, in sum, would be well below the 16
Amperes needed to trigger the protection recloser located at Pole T303-1A or the 20 Amperes
needed to cause the sectionaliser at Pole T303-40 to operate.
The largest arc mark and the smaller ones resulted from the active conductor making fleeting
contact directly with the ground approximately 14 metres east of Pole T303-43. From the
calculations of both metallurgical consultants, the volume of metal melted and the energy
needed to cause the melting required a current far too small to activate either the recloser or
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sectionaliser. This conclusion is supported by the high soil resistivity (847 to 1181 Ohm-metres)
found in on-site tests conducted by EnergySafety. The tests were carried out some days after
rain and the readings would have been higher on the fire day, given the soil’s extreme dryness.
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In preparing its February report, EnergySafety had concentrated on the arc marks appearing on
the 12.7kV active conductor. Initially it was assumed that some form of conducting object had
made contact with this conductor, which could have caused an arc flash, produced molten metal
droplets, which fell to the ground, igniting the fire.
The problem confronting EnergySafety was the absence of any credible cause of the arc marks,
the small amount of metal removed and therefore the very low energy (30 to 45 joules) involved.
The marks were very small and could not have been caused by the active and earth conductors
coming into contact (clashing). This would have caused a substantial arc flash which very likely
would have disintegrated the conductors at the point of contact.
More crucially, the most prominent arc mark and several much smaller ones on the active
conductor, lined up along what was the downwind side of the active conductor when the poles
were erect.

Photograph of arc marks on the active conductor approximately 14 metres from Pole T303-43
towards Pole T303-42 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009. The main arc mark,
which is quite small, is shown in the centre of the picture. Smaller arc marks surround the main
arc mark, which are all located on the same side of the conductor. Note the black colouring on
the conductor.

The active conductor remained fixed to the high voltage ‘beehive’ insulator atop Pole T303-43,
even after the pole had completely burned out on the ground. The orientation of the conductors
lying on the ground shows clearly that the line of arc marks on the active conductor were
directly above ground, as would be expected if Pole T303-43 toppled over to the south, bringing
the conductor into contact with earth. The orientation of arc marks on the neutral conductor
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could not be determined because it broke under tension and flung itself away from Pole T30343.
EnergySafety therefore analysed what current would be required to cause arc marks if the
conductors briefly contacted with the ground. This analysis found that a high voltage conductor
making contact with a high resistance ground would draw a fault current of less than one
ampere. This current would cause an arc which would be maintained until the active conductor
recoiled away from the ground and reached sufficient height. This extended time of the arc and
low current, due to the high ground resistance, would produce enough energy to make the small
arc marks.
EnergySafety therefore concludes that the arc marks are consistent with the conductors
touching the high resistance ground and briefly making contact with the rocks protruding
through the barley straw.
The two arc marks on the neutral conductor are considered to be from the active and neutral
conductors arcing across through the ground. This path provided the least resistance between
the active conductor and earth.

Photograph of two arc marks on the neutral conductor approximately 14 metres from Pole
T303-43 towards Pole T303-42 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009. The cause of
these arc marks is thought to be due to tracking across the ground from the active to neutral
conductors. Note the light black colouring on the conductor.
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A wind-blown tree branch at least 1.2 metres long, with plenty of leaves to give sail area could,
in theory, have fetched up against the active and earth conductors, bridging them and allowing
a small current to flow through the branch. This could have caused the multiple small arc marks
and ignited such a branch, which could then have fallen to the ground, starting the fire. Only
small arc marks would result. No trace of such a branch was found, which is understandable,
given the wind speed and fire intensity. Also no traces of burnt organic material were found on
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the conductor when analysed by metallurgists Exceed Consulting (WA) Pty Ltd and Altrum Pty
Ltd. The tree branch hypothesis was considered improbable because the nearest trees were
some distance from the power line and down slope. Also, a tree branch would have blown from
the north and made contact with the north side of the conductors. Conclusively, however, the
arc marks were on the south side which is consistent with the conductors contacting the ground
and refutes the wind borne debris hypothesis.
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Samples of the barley straw were tested for EnergySafety at a NSW high voltage laboratory.
When a voltage of 12.7kV was applied across these samples they failed to ignite, confirming
their high resistance, which is consistent with EnergySafety’s greater than 600 megohm
measurement. The test voltage was increased to 20kV, but again this did not cause ignition.
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After the initial metallurgical tests were carried out to assess the arc marks as part of the
February report investigation, the conductors were returned to EnergySafety.
Shortly
afterwards, the two statements from Crews 1 and 2 arrived. EnergySafety decided to reexamine the conductors more thoroughly, including the extensive blackening from a point
approximately 42 metres toward Pole T303-42 from Pole T303-43 and at least 11 metres
towards Pole T303-44. The blackening extended past the 11 metres but was not measured by
EnergySafety as the conductors beyond this point were reused by Western Power to rebuild the
power line.
Initially, the blackening was assumed to have been caused by the conductors lying on burned
stubble ash. However, most of the conductor lengths in contact with ash on the ground showed
no blackening at all. It was only evident on the portion of conductors on each side of Pole
T303-43. The black coating was plated onto the conductor and could not be rubbed off easily.
There was no black coating near Pole T303-42 which had fallen to the ground sometime after
the fire had passed.
This blackened material was analysed by two independent metallurgical consultants (Exceed
Consulting (WA) Pty Ltd and Altrum Pty Ltd) and found to comprise principally carbon. Both
consultants said the blackening, which adhered firmly to the zinc galvanising of the conductors,
could only be caused by the conductors being suspended in flames when held closely over a
fire burning from vegetation material. The carbon-based blackening material did not stick to the
smooth, fused steel surface of the arc marks.
Had the conductors been at their normal 9.5 metre height above ground, the smoke density and
heat from a barley stubble fire beneath would not have been sufficient to produce the
blackening observed. The conductors had to be close to and immersed in flames.
To verify the conductor blackening mechanism, EnergySafety, with the assistance of FESA fire
investigation officers and metallurgist Exceed Consulting (WA) Pty Ltd, carried out a field test in
May 2010 in the paddock where the fire started. Conductors identical to those involved in the
fire were suspended at varying heights above barley straw spread on the ground, which was
then ignited.
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Photograph of clean galvanised conductor close to Poles T303-42 and in between it and Pole
T303-43 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009.

Photograph of clean galvanised conductors close to Pole T303-42 and in between it and Pole
T303-43 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009.
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Photograph of blackened galvanised conductors close to Pole T303-43 and between it and Pole
T303-42 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009.
Sections of conductor suspended very near but above the burning barley became white and no
carbon deposits were observed. The white colouring indicated that the temperature damaged
the zinc coating on the steel conductors. This was not observed on the conductor samples
taken by EnergySafety from the scene of the bushfire. But at a height above ground of 200 to
500 mm, where the conductors were enveloped in flame, blackening occurred identical to that
observed on the conductor samples taken from the scene of the bushfire. At still higher levels
not reached by the flames, the blackening deposits ceased. The barley straw used for the fire
was much denser than the vertically-orientated stubble strands in the paddock on the fire day,
producing a relatively hotter fire. This could affect the height at which blackening was deposited
during the trial compared with the fire circumstances. The weather during the test was cool with
light wind, compared with hot and strong wind on the fire day.
Nevertheless, EnergySafety is of the opinion that these tests confirmed the blackening on the
fire conductors was caused by them being suspended, slightly above ground while subjected to
flames from burning barley stubble.

5.7

Recloser/Sectionaliser

If a fault producing a sustained fault current exceeding 20 Amperes had occurred downstream
of Pole T303-40, the sectionaliser on that pole would have operated, isolating all of the power
line from that point onward. It did not operate at any time during the day in question. The
device was tested by Western Power with FESA and EnergySafety staff as witnesses, and was
found to operate correctly. Its counterpart, of the same type located further downstream, also
was tested and found to function properly.
The arc marks on the conductors between Poles T303-42 and T303-43 were caused by very
small amounts of energy, requiring currents far below the 20 Amperes needed to activate the
sectionaliser. The active and neutral conductors would have had to clash or be bridged by
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some form of conducting medium to cause fault currents of such magnitude. From the
engineering calculations mentioned above, it is clear the conductors could not have clashed. A
bridging short circuit producing more than 20 amperes of fault current would have caused much
more severe arc marks than were observed.
An automatic recloser was located at Pole T303-1A in Toodyay to protect the entire T303 spur
power line. It operated at 12:54 hours, thus isolating the power line. The recloser required four
successive fault currents exceeding 16 Amperes to cause it to operate and lock out. Currents
of 59, 51, 101 and 108 Amperes were detected by the device. Another very brief fault current of
63 Amperes occurred between the first and second fault operations, but was too transient to
cause the recloser to operate.
These fault currents far exceed those causing the observed conductor arc marks between Poles
T303-42 and T303-43. They indicated firm conductor clashing but EnergySafety has been
unable to identify a clear cause for such significant fault currents.
However, the strong winds on the fire day affected the entire Toodyay area, including the power
line sections closer to the Town, where pole and tree densities were greater than in the area
where the fire started. Winds travelling uphill to the southeast from River Road would
accelerate to a greater velocity as they rose up the hill, a well-known phenomenon. It is entirely
probable that such winds caused one or more failures of poles, trees or both, closer to the
Town. Such a failure could have caused conductors to come into contact as poles toppled or a
broken tree or large branch may have forced active and neutral conductors together.
Unfortunately, such an explanation can only be a hypothesis, because all of the physical
evidence closer to Toodyay was consumed in the fire.

5.8

Failure of the Neutral Conductor

Some time after Pole T303-43 fell to the ground and the top part of the pole burnt the neutral
conductor broke.
The neutral conductor was fixed to Pole T303-43 by a bolt and small insulator which broke
when the pole hit the ground. As Pole T303-43 burnt in the region of the neutral conductor it
was heated to an elevated temperature at and near the attachment point. This high
temperature weakened the conductor’s tensile strength sufficiently to cause it to fail in tension at
a point very near the insulator. It failed at the point where it was enclosed by a steel wire
wrapping. This wrapping acted as a heat concentrator and also failed in tension. The neutral
conductor then sprang away from Pole T303-43 towards Pole T303-42. The neutral conductor
also sprang back towards Pole T303-44 when Pole T303-43 burnt through and released the bolt
holding the insulator.
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Photograph of broken neutral conductor close to Pole T303-43 and between it and Pole T30342 taken by EnergySafety on 30 December 2009.

Photograph of broken neutral conductor and its supporting bolt and broken insulator, resting on
the active conductor, close to Pole T303-43 and between it and Pole T303-44 taken by
EnergySafety on 30 December 2009.
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6

INSPECTION AND REPLACEMENT OF UNTREATED WOODEN POLES

Western Power’s records show that Pole T303-43 was installed on 1 January 1976. It was
inspected on 8 May 2007 and recorded 110 mm of good wood 100 mm below ground and
120 mm of good wood 100 mm above ground.
Examination of the butt of Pole T303-43 after the fire found that the heartwood had been
attacked and destroyed by termites. The remaining butt of the pole was also extensively
damaged due to rot. However, the amount of rot in the area of critical importance (ground level
to 200 mm below) could not be examined as it had been destroyed by fire. This rot was not
reported when Western Power inspected the pole in 2007.
The FPC scientist noted in his report to Western Power that the rot had been there for some
considerable time and was missed by Western Power during its inspection in 2007. He also
mentions that this type of rot is hard to detect using a ‘good wood’ test.
If Pole T303-43 failed as EnergySafety believes it did, the failure raises questions about the
reliability of Western Power’s wood pole inspection and maintenance system.
Twenty five Western Power wood poles have failed (unassisted) in the Northam area (which
encompasses Toodyay) between 5 September 2005 to 28 December 2009. Twelve of these
failed in the 2009 calendar year. Eight poles have failed between 29 December 2009 and 31
May 2010. One fell in Toodyay two days after the bushfire.
EnergySafety audited Western Power in 2006 and again in 2008 and found that its
management and inspection of untreated wood poles was deficient, allowing unsafe poles to
remain in use without being replaced or steel reinforced. EnergySafety therefore issued Order
No 01-2009 to Western Power in September 2009 requiring it to alter its inspection and wood
pole replacement processes.
Significant further investigation will be required by EnergySafety to assess whether Western
Power has complied with the Electricity (Supply Standards and System Safety) Regulations
2001.
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7

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

From the available evidence, EnergySafety’s opinion is that the following sequence of events
occurred:
1. Some time prior to 12:54 hours, Pole T303-43 falls over to the south.
2. When Pole T303-43 falls to the ground the high voltage active conductor contacts the
ground on both sides of the pole. This contact causes multiple small arc flashes to
ground which ignite the recently harvested and dry barley stubble. One arc mark, with a
number of very small arc marks clustered around it, is made 14 metres from Pole T30343 towards Pole T303-42.
3. Between 12:53 hours and 12:54 hours, one or more major faults occur on the T303 spur
power line somewhere between Poles T303-1A and T303-40.
4. At 12:54 hours the recloser mounted on Pole T303-1A operates and locks out, isolating
spur power line T303.
5. At 12:56 hours the First Witness notices smoke to his south, beyond a line of trees near
River Road.
6. At 12:57 hours the First Witness telephones 000 to report a bushfire in a paddock at the
corner of Folewood Roads and River Roads, Toodyay.
7. Between approximately 13:07 hours and 13:13 hours, the First Witness drives along
River Road, stopping to observe the fire from a point adjacent to Pole T303-42. He
notices Pole T303-42 is standing but on fire.
8. At approximately 13:35 hours, fire-fighting Crew 1 enters the fire paddock using the first
gate along River Road near pole T303-42, notices Pole T303-42 is standing and
proceeds uphill toward the fire front, passing to the immediate east of Pole T303-42.
9. Sometime after 13:35 hours and before 13:51 hours, fire-fighting Crew 2 enters the fire
paddock using the next gate along River Road near Pole T303-44. They do not notice
Pole T303- 43 and pass under the overhead conductors well to the west of it, near Pole
T303-44. They commence fire suppression activities near Pole T303-44.
10. Between 13:35 hours and 13:51 hours, Pole T303-42 burns through at its base and falls
over southwards, dragging its conductors into trees nearer to Pole T303-41.
11. At 13:51 hours, Crew 1 attempts to leave fire paddock by passing near to Pole T303-42.
They notice this pole has fallen and send a ‘wires down’ report over the radio. Crew 1
then proceeds further to the east toward Pole T303-41 but cannot drive under the power
lines.
12. At 13:51 Crew 2 hears the radio call ‘wires down’ as they are about to leave the fire
paddock and drive close to Pole T303-43. They cannot get under the power line close
to pole T303-43 so proceed further to the west, using the gully to pass under the power
line. They notice Pole T303-43 is down but it seems to be slightly elevated at the top
end. It is burning at its base.
13. Crew 1 turns around and drives past fallen Poles T303-42 and T303-43 and under the
power line between poles T303-43 and T303-44. Crew 1 then exits the paddock onto
River Road.
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14. At approximately 14:50 hours the Second Witness enters the fire paddock and drives
under the power line between Poles T303-43 and T303-44.
15. The Second Witness attempts to leave the fire paddock, approaching near Pole
T303-42. He encounters low wires which appear to be at windscreen height and
proceeds eastwards until the fall of ground gives sufficient clearance to pass under the
power line between Poles T303-41 and T303-42.
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8
8.1

OTHER INVESTIGATION REPORTS
Western Power

Western Power (WP), under the Electricity (Supply Standards and System Safety) Regulations
2001, must investigate and provided a report to EnergySafety on any incident or event that is
caused, or significantly contributed to, by electricity resulting in serious injury or damage.
The Toodyay bushfire on 29 December 2009 was investigated by WP as electricity was a
suspected cause. Following this investigation WP provided a report to EnergySafety. WP also
published an edited version of their report at www.westernpower.com.au.
WP’s investigation concluded that the fire was accidental and:
1. “The line between poles T303/41 and T303/44 (including T303/42 and T303/43) was
upright and the phase conductor and earth wire were intact after the line was deenergised at 1254 hours on 29 December 2009.
2. The live conductor could not have made contact with the ground on 29 December 2009
and therefore could not have provided an electrical ignition source near poles T303/42
and T303/43 on 29 December 2009.
3. It is most likely that a single fault upstream of sectionaliser T303/40 generated the
recorded fault events at recloser T303/1A on 29 December 2009.
4. After examining the possible causes of electrical discharge on the section of line
between poles T303/42 and T303/43, it is most unlikely that an electrical discharge from
this section of line (if there was any, which is unlikely) could have been caused by
agents or factors within the control of Western Power on the 29 December 2009.
5. The source of ignition of the fire is unknown.
6. Fire entered the base of both poles T303/42 and T303/43 and continued to burn until
they fell completely to the ground some time later after 14:00 hours, after the line was
de-energised.”

8.2

Stapleton

Clavey Legal, on behalf of clients affected by the Toodyay fire, engaged consulting electrical
and control engineers, Stapleton and Associates Pty Ltd, to review the Western Power report
dated 22 January 2010 and the EnergySafety report dated 15 February 2010.
The request by Clavey Legal was confined to two questions:
1. “is Western Power’s contention in their report that the said recloser and sectionaliser
data shows that the fresh marks found on the relevant line were not triggered by the
12:53 faults recorded by those devices correct as a matter of electrical engineering
science? If it is not correct, please provide your reasoning as to why it is in error.
2. does the Western Power Report relied on by EnergySafety in preparing their findings
into the fire (being the EnergySaefty (sic) Report dated 15 February 2010) contain errors
as to the meaning and proper interpretation of the recloser and sectionaliser data taken
at the time of the fire from the lines involved?”
Note: EnergySafety had not “relied” on Western Power’s report in preparing its findings.
Clavey Legal provided a copy of the “Stapleton Report” to EnergySafety. Details of the report
were published in the West Australian Newspaper on 8 April 2010.
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The Stapleton Report concluded that:
•
•
•
•

The first (59 Amperes) and second fault currents (51 Amperes), to cause the recloser to
operate at Pole T303-1A, occurred where the arc marks were found on the conductors
between Poles T303-42 and T303-43;
A current (63 Amperes) measured by the recloser, in between the first and second fault
currents, that did not operate the recloser (due to its short duration), must have
occurred upstream of the sectionaliser at Pole T303-40;
The third (108 Amperes) and final (107 Amperes) fault currents, recorded by the
recloser, were due to a fault closer and about 5.8 km from the recloser; and
Western Power has erred in its interpretation of the recloser and sectionaliser
operations by stating that all of the four faults occurred upstream of the sectionaliser at
Pole T303-40.

In EnergySafety’s opinion the Stapleton Report:
•
•
•

•

Did not use the operating temperature of the conductor on the day to calculate
resistance. This resulted in an underestimate of resistance of about 12%;
Assumed a zero impedance fault resistance, whereas such a fault as they assumed
occurred would be an arcing fault with a significant additional resistance in the circuit.
This would give a further underestimate of about 14% of impedance in fault situations;
Used an average current of the first two recloser recordings (i.e. the average of 51 and
59 amperes, a difference of 8 amperes) to determine the distance of the fault from the
recloser. Calculations then use a difference of 8 amperes to prove the location of the
fleeting fault of 63 amperes is 1.5 kilometres away. By this logic, faults 1 and 2 are 1.5
kilometres apart, not between Poles T303-42 and T303-43;
Did not accurately calculate the neutral and earth return parallel impedances by taking
into consideration that the neutral conductor is earthed at every fifth pole, at sixty one
customer transformers and at every pole that is supported by stay wires. If these
parallel earth paths had been included the return impedance would have been different
than calculated because of a reduced impedance that would be countered to some
extent by their neglect of inductive reactance.

The first two bullet points above indicate that when the correct data is used and the effect of arc
impedance is included, the true overall impedance per unit length of overhead line would be
more than 26% higher than the values calculated in the Stapleton report. Because the distance
from the sectionaliser to Pole T303-43 is only 10.9% of the total line length, this means that
using the correct data would give location results that are consistent with the faults being on the
upstream side of the sectionaliser and not between Pole T303-42 and Pole T303-43.
For the reasons stated above, and in this report, EnergySafety found the Stapleton Report to
be of no assistance.
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CONCLUSION

From the available evidence, EnergySafety is of the opinion that Pole T303-43 fell southward to
the ground, bringing the active conductor into contact with the ground on each side of Pole
T303-43, causing arc flashes which ignited barley stubble. The most prominent arc marks
found were at a point approximately 14 metres east of Pole T303-43. This was within the area
of fire origin identified by FESA and WAPOL fire investigators.
The reasons supporting EnergySafety’s opinion that Pole T303-43 fell and caused the fire are:
1. The arc marks on the active conductor were on the side that contacted the ground i.e.
south side of the conductor when the poles were standing and facing downwind;
2. The arc marks were far too small and in the wrong position to have been caused by
conductor clashing;
3. The arc marks were in the wrong position to have been caused by wind borne debris;
4. The energy required to produce the arc marks was so small that the fault current
produced would not have activated the power line protection systems (sectionaliser or
recloser);
5. The amount of energy required to produce the arc marks is consistent with the estimated
energy produced if the active conductor contacted the high resistance ground for a short
period.
6. The blackening of the conductors could only have occurred when they were in contact
with the flames; and
7. Pole T303-43 was ignited from its top and bottom ends. This could only have occurred if
the pole was on the ground and subjected to the fire.
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